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The Coast Guard Administration, Executive Yuan has staged a “Sea

anti-terrorism” themed “Hai An #3 annual drill”, on May 28, 2005 at

the waters in front of Kaohsiung Harbor’s Hsin Kong Piers, where presi-

dent Chen Shui-bian hosts the entire mobilization inspection in person.

Upon witnessing Taiwan authorized maritime law enforcement

agency’s vessels of large and small, and the flawless stage of various

professionals in vessel maneuver, special forces, one could not help but

be exhilarated at the growth in Taiwan’s maritime strength.  President

Chen has also expressed high level of recognition in his keynote toward

the Coast Guard Administration’s leadership and overall teamwork

performance.

Against the no frill performance of these sea-toughened sophisti-

cated acts staged in the calm waters of the harbor area, yet we need to

remember how these Coast Guard law enforcement officers continue to

brace solitude and life-threatening hazard when carrying out duties

along the shore or in remote waters.  What they have contributed in

swear and diligence for defending the nation’s maritime interest and

safeguarding the nation’s sea territories is certainly much more than

what we see of the fantastic maneuvers and stunts by the piers.  The

nation’s highest commander’s high recognition of the Coast Guard’s
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performance is also a positive support for the essential investments that

the most nationals do not normally see.

In addition, just as what CGA director Syu Huei-you often mentions,

“Coast Guard associates are more than men that are fluent with weap-

onry and smart with tactical maneuvers”.  As a coast guard agency to a

maritime country, what it faces of missions and challenges lie more than

preventing illicit smuggling, human trafficking, strike maritime crime,

but rather than how best to providing the entire nation and the people as

a whole with a safe and pollution-free ocean environment and a trust-

worthy maritime rescue capabilities, where it supports the nation’s mari-

time legal claim externally, and excels the nation’s regional footing mak-

ing the island country a respected maritime nation, all of which are policy

goal that the CGA is strived to achieve in the near future.

Taiwan, in its quest to become a significant maritime nation, would

need to operate a unified maritime administrative and law enforcement

agency.  Take for the example of the “Hai An #3 Drill”, it not only im-

mediately demonstrates the Coast Guard’s aerial patrol and rescue

mechanism and capability that it does not possess, and a complemen-

tary agency to the Harbor Police Administration.  The drill theme,

however, has a hidden foreign affairs involvement factor, if not for the

fact that the CGA has not yet developed a set of foreign affairs imple-

menting capabilities, as their counterparts do in most advanced

countries.  As opposed to staging a “Hai An #3 Drill” that requires mo-

bilizing and coordinating several maritime affairs related central and

local agencies, suppose Taiwan has a unified jurisdiction of maritime

affairs Ministry, and the CGA to be subordinated under the Ministry of

maritime Affairs, then this type of drill or routine operations would

poise to reduce the administrative cost on coordinating among the many

government agencies.

While the drill serves to validate the results of routine training,

the CGA’s true achievement and performance however lie beneath the

nasty waves and choppy waters, where it tries to rescue people in

distress, fend off infringement of the nation’s maritime interest safe-

guarding Taiwan’s sea territories in the remote high sea, reinstate the

nation’s dignity in the broad jurisdictional water, or even in high seas,

and protect the development of Taiwan’s marine industry and ensure a

sustainable development of Taiwan’s marine environment and resources.

It is much anticipated that in the year of the “Taiwan Maritime Year”,

Taiwan would move to set up a unified maritime affairs Ministry with

streamlined authority and implementation.

(The author is currently dean to National Chung Shan University mari-

time policy research centre, and secretary general to the Maritime Af-

fairs and Policy Association of the R.O.C.)




